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Chapter 2  Solid Earth Simulation

1. Overview of Software
GeoFEM consists of the components 'platform', 'analysis

modules' and 'utilities'.  Platform includes device-independ-

ent I/O interface, iterative equation solvers and visualizers.

Analysis modules are linked to platform on memory by

device-independent interface such that the copies of data

should be avoided as much as possible for large scaled-data

and high-speed calculations.  To deal with various problems

of solid earth, analysis modules plugged-in are elastic, plas-

tic, viscoelastic and contact structural analysis, wave propa-

gation analysis, thermal analysis and incompressible thermal

fluid analysis modules.  Utilities are for domain partitioning

and pre/post viewers.

GeoFEM is written in Fortran90 (in C for visualization

module).  Inter-node parallelization is done by the domain

decomposition based SPMD with MPI.  For Intra-node par-

allelization, OpenMP (Pthread for visualization module) is

used.  Intra-node parallelization and vectorization are done

by considering the reordering of the matrices such that the

long vector length of the independent operations can be

obtained.

2. Optimization of Iterative Solvers and Performance
Evaluation
Each subdomain is assigned to one SMP node.  In order to

achieve efficient parallel/vector computation with unstruc-

tured grids, the following 3 issues are critical: 1) Local oper-

ation and no global dependency, 2) Continuous memory

access, 3) Sufficiently long loops.  In order to satisfy these

requirements, sophisticated reordering technique has been

integrated with parallel iterative solvers with localized pre-

conditioning.  The reordering procedures are summarized as

follows: (1) RCM (Reverse Cuthil McKee) reordering on the

original local matrix for independent sets.  (2) CM (Cyclic

Multicolor) reordering to obtain loops whose length is suffi-

ciently long and uniform.  (3) DJDS (Descending-order

Jagged Diagonal Storage) reordering for efficient vector pro-

cessing, producing 1D arrays of coefficients with continuous

memory access.  (4) Cyclic reordering for load-balancing

among PEs on an SMP node.  (5) Parallel DJDS/CM-RCM

reordering is complete.

The typical loop structure of the matrix-vector operations

for PDJDS /CM-RCM reordered matrices with vector and

OpenMP directives is described as follows:

do col= 1, COLORtot

do j= 1, NUmax(col)

!$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE (iS, iE, i) : OpenMP

Directive

do pe= 1, SMP_PE_tot

iS= NstartU(col,j,pe)

iE= NendU(col,j,pe)

!CDIR NODEP : Directive for Vectorization

do i= iS, iE

(operations)

enddo

enddo

enddo

enddo
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As shown in Fig.1, simple 3D linear elastic problems up

to 2.2 10 9 DOF using 176 SMP nodes (1,408 PEs) have

been solved by the localized 3 3 block ICCG(0) with the

additive Schwarz domain decomposition and PDJDS/CM-

RCM reordering.  In this series of computations, DOF per

SMP node is fixed.  When using 176 SMP nodes, 3.8

TFLOPS (33.7% to peak) has been attained.  The work

ratios are more than 95%.

3. Development of Integrated Platform for Solid Earth
Analysis by Plug-in Strategy
The concurrent visualization with analysis modules on the

ES has been developed.  Thus, there is no need to save the

results generated by analysis modules on the hard disk or

transfer huge data by network, which can avoid the limita-

tions of storage capacity for large-scale data.  Meanwhile, full

use of the ES's huge memory can be made to complete visual-

ization.  Moreover, at each time step, multiple visualization

methods can be performed to generate visualization results by

different visualization methods and different parameters.

Two kinds of output styles are provided.  One is to output the

simplified geometric visual elements to clients.  On each

client, the users can set viewing, illumination, shading param-

eter values, and so on, and display the graphic primitives by

the GPPView viewing software.  On the ES, the users only

specify in the batch files the visualization methods such as

cross-sectioning, streamlines, and related parameters.  The

second style is to output an image or a sequence of animation

images directly to clients in case that even the simplified geo-

metric primitives are still too large to transfer.

Optimization by three-level hybrid parallelization has

been performed on Parallel Surface Rendering and Parallel

Volume Rendering modules on the ES, including the mes-

sage passing for inter-node communication, p-thread or

microtasking for intra-node parallelization, and the vector-

ization for each PE.  Furthermore, the dynamic load balanc-

ing is considered for achieving good speedup performance.

Visualization images have been obtained by applying the

above techniques to some unstructured earthquake simulation

datasets, stress analysis of Pin Grid Array (PGA) and flow

analysis of outer core.  A volume rendered image for 5,886,640

elements and 6,263,201 nodes (image resolution 460*300 pix-

els) took about 0.977 seconds using 8 SMP nodes, and the

speedup of 20.6 was attained by virtue of the three-level of par-

allelization compared with the result using flat MPI without vec-

torization.  Figure 2 shows the parallel volume rendering image

for a large earthquake simulation dataset of the Southwest Japan

in 1944, with 2,027,520 elements.  With 8 SMP nodes, it took

about 1.09 seconds to generate a single image (image resolution:

400*190 pixels), and about 5.00 seconds to generate 16 anima-

tion images with a rotation of the viewpoint along the x axis.

4. Feasibility Study of the Integrated Platform
Such modules as ground water flow and mass dissipation

analysis, tsunami analysis and thermal stress analysis have

been plugged in to the platform.  Here, we note that not only

the iterative solver but also the matrix construction and

assembling process are optimized for the ES parallel archi-

tecture.  Their computational performances are as follows: 

- Ground water flow and mass dissipation analysis : 1PE,

2.8 GFLOPS (35% to peak)

- Tsunami analysis : 8 SMP nodes, 222 GFLOPS (43% to

peak)

- Thermal stress analysis : 64 SMP nodes, 2.8

GFLOPS/PE (35% to peak)
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Fig. 1  Problem size and parallel performance (GFLOPS rate) for the 3D

linear elastic problem, using up to 176 SMP nodes ( Black circle:

Flat MPI, White circle: Hybrid )

Fig. 2  Parallel volume rendering of a large earthquake simulation dataset of the southwest Japan in 1944, with 2,027,520 elements.  Left: complicated

mesh of the dataset; Right: a volume rendering image in which the magnitude of the displacement data attribute is mapped to color
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The parallel efficiency of the thermal stress analysis 

module has been evaluated for simple 3D linear elastic 

problem.  A problem of 8.0 10 8 DOF is solved by using

256 and 512 SMP nodes.  From their elapsed time and 

the Amdahl's law, it can be estimated that, when using 512

SMP nodes, 84% of parallel efficiency and 99.9955% of 

parallelization ratio are attained as shown in Fig. 3.  Figure 4

shows the thermal stress distribution of Pin Grid Array

(PGA) with 5,886,640 elements and 6,263,201 grid nodes.

The figure is generated by the parallel visualization module,

which is concurrently connected to the thermal stress analy-

sis module via memory.
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Fig. 3  Parallel efficiency for the 3D linear elastic prob-

lem, using up to 512 SMP nodes (4,096 PEs)

Fig. 4  Thermal stress analysis of PGA with 5,886,640 elements and 6,263,201 nodes
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